
Economics 
MARKET PRICE EQUILIBRIUM REVIEW 

 
I. Market Price Equilibrium 
 
Plot the supply and demand schedules on the graph. 
 
Supply and Demand schedule for TVs 
Price Supply Demand 
$ 1000 100 500 
$ 2000 200 400 
$ 3000 300 300 
$ 4000 400 200 
$ 5000 500 100 

 
1. _SUPPLY_ is the quantities of a good or service that producers are willing and able to offer 

for sell at various prices during a given time period.   
2. DEMAND is the quantities of a good or service that buyers are willing and able to buy at 

various prices during a given time period. 
3. Notice that there is a DIRECT  relationship between price and quantity supplied, and an 

INVERSE relationship between price and quantity demanded. 
4. The supply curve is said to be sloping UP ward from left to right where as the demand curve is 

said to be sloping DOWN ward. 
5. Over time conditions might change that effect supply or demand, and both the supply and 

demand curves will shift LEFT  to decrease and _RIGHTto increase.  The factors that change 
supply and demand are called NON-PRICE DETERMINANTS_. 

6. Quantity supplied and quantity demanded differ from supply and demand, in that, QS and QD 
are changed by _PRICE  and are illustrated by a MOVEMENT ALONG  the supply and demand 
curves. 

7. Prices are determined by a MARKET SYSTEM  through the interaction of SUPPLY_ and 
DEMAND. 

8. When the market matches up the two sides, supply and demand, a MARKET PRICE OR 
EQUILIBRIUM PRICE is determined.  This means that all that is SUPPLIED_ is 
DEMANDED_. 
Use the graph to answer the questions below 

9. What is the price equilibrium? _$12_ 
10. What is the quantity equilibrium? _8_ 

 
11. If the seller raises the price to $15, there will be a 

 SURPLUS_ of 7,  
and if the sellers lower the price to $8, there will be a 
SHORTAGE_ of 7, 

 
12. In order for there to be a new market price, there has to be a _SHIFT.   

The only way to get a new market price is to have a change in SUPPLY _ or _DEMAND_. 

Price 

Quantity 

$15 

$12 

$8 

3 8 10 



Label the graphs and show if Pe and Qe increases or decreases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DECREASE IN SUPPLY     INCREASE IN D INCREASE IN S  DECREASE IN D 
 
     Pe ____ Qe ____       Pe ____ Qe ____            Pe ____ Qe ____              Pe ____ Qe ____ 
Non-price determinants of Supply and Demand 
 Decide if the supply or demand increases or decreases, what non-price determinant 
changed the supply or demand, if the curve will shift to the right or to the left, and if Pe and Qe 
increases or decreases. 
13. What happens to peas when a new Wal-Mart opens in Conroe? 

Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 
      __INC IN S___ __# OF SELLERS_ _  RT_  __ __ 
14. What happens to Cherry Limeades when a report comes out that drinking them causes 

significantly more cavities? 
Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 

      ___DEC IN d___ TASTE AND PREFERENCES__ LT______ __ _ 
15. What happens to gasoline if consumers think that the price of gasoline will go up next week? 

Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 
      INC IN D  FUTURE EXPECTATION _RIGHT  __ __ 
16. What will happen if the supply of computers, if the price Intel chips increase in price? 

Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 
      DEC IN SUPPLY_ COST OF PRODUCTION LEFT   __ __ 
17. What will happen to Lexus cars if the government imposes a tax on all cars over $40,000? 

Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 
      DEC IN SUPPLY  GOVERNMENT POLICY LEFT   __ __ 
18. What will happen to plasma televisions if the LCD TVs go up in price? 

Inc or dec in S or D Non-price determinant Shift Lt or Rt Pe  Qe 
INCREASE IN DEMAND SUBSITUTE   RIGHT  __ __ 
 
Price floors and ceilings 
19. If prices are too low, then the government imposes a price FLOOR on the market, and there 

will be a _SURPLUS_.  The price FLOOR is ABOVE equilibrium. 
20. If prices are too high, then the government imposes a price CEILING  on the market, and 

there will be a SHORTAGE  The price CEILING is BELOW  equilibrium. 
21. Draw in a price floor on the first graph and a price ceiling on the second graph. 

FLOOR 

FLOOR 

CEILING 


